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PROLOGUE 

A child's language develops out of the environment in which he lives. 

If a younster lives in a home with poor language models, limited speech 

stimulation, or emotional conflicts, it is unlikely he will a~quire a normal 

communication skills as readily as a child from a verbally rich atmosphere. 

An older child who has difficulty assembling words into a meaningful utter

ance, understanding simple directions or lacks speech altogether may have a 

speech problem referred to as "delayed language". When a two year old says 

"me go" one thinks he's cute, but when a seven year old uses the same phrase 

one realizes his language skills are much slower than his peers. This paper 

will explore the role of cultural deprevation in causing del~ed language 

and offer practical suggestions to assist teachers and parents in remediat

ion language disabilities. 

A culturally deprived child does not alw~s live in a slum area with 

parents of low education and socioeconomic status. Cultural deprivation 

can occur in any social class. Rising inflation has forced both parents to 

work in many homes. A preschool child may be left with a babysitter and 

television or crowded day care center where little time or attention is 

spent in intimate communicative training. The culturally deprived child is 

one who lacks the sensory experiences for normal maturation. Kthel Young, 

a California Nursery School Program Head, states; 

" ... the omission of experiences, sensory, cognitive, 

emotional, physical, social, concrete, as well as abstract, 

verbal and nonverbal is just as detrimental to growth as 

malnourishment or lack of love." 1 



THE PROCESS OF LANGUAGE AQUISI'fION 

Lanquage may be defined as a complex system of learned communicative 

symbols. Symbolic information C8n be transmitted and received through 

gestures, movements facial expressions, writing or talking. Speech is the 

oral/aural mode of expression of language. The process of language acquisi

tion is depeni~upon four interrelated factors: the adequacy of the speech 

mechanism, intellectual ability, maturation and environment. 

Since mind and body are functionally dependent, their role in speech 

acquisition will be considered jointly. Nearly all children are born with 

the biological equipment to produce and hear speech. However the cogpittve 

knowledge required to transform" precise coordinated movements of 50-60 

muscles of the mouth, face, neck and abdomen" 2 into int..,lligible speech or 

to auditorially associate certain sounds must be learned. Doctor Morris 

VCal Jones contends that , 'ILearning takes place as a result of int"raction 

between the organism and its environment.,a He adds that the process of 

communication is initiated "soon after birth due to interactions between 

the infant and his environment. 'I Linquists and psychologists seem to debate 

whether a child's capacity for language learning is a function of genetic 

endowment, intelligence, or physical maturation. 

Receptive language skills develop prior to expressive language as a 

rtresult of a child's ability to hear, Le. perceive the speech of others."4 

An impairment in hearing or speech mechanisms may delay or perrnantly damage 

a child's linguistic development. the growth of an infant's body governs 

his emergence of speech. Thus, the rate a child acquires language is depen

dent upon a third major variable, maturation. 

Irwin defines maturation as a 'I gradual unfolding of states of readiness 

within the child for linguistic performance." 5 Neurophysical maturation plays 

a large role in establisping speech readiness by determing learning capacities 



and motor coordination. Oral language is normally acquired in a series of 

predicabl~ stages from birth to 3t months old. 

Dorothy McCarthy depicts the direct relationship between language 

acquisition and physical maturation. She theorizes that: 

"The average child does not use real language until 

after he is able to breathe easily, has acquired front 

teeth and has some experience with solid food and 

assumed correct posture. In addition, as control of 

the tongue and lips proceed and more teeth erupt 

(providing a front wall in the oral cavity) the cortex 

of the brain achieves more control of speech sounds and 

the first words appear.,,6 

McCarthy's research seems to support universal linguistic development 

among children of many tongues, since all normal children experience the 

same stages of neurophysical maturation. 

In a study of language acquisition in 18 cultures, Dan Slobin con-

2 

cluded that "every child masters his particular native tongue in a. univer-

sal order common to all children. In all languages, the childs first word 

generally is a noun or proper name. identifying some object, animal or per

son he sees every day."? Although, parents often feel their child is uniquely 

special when he first utto!Jrs their nllme, Roman Jakobson points out that initial 

words in all languages resemble "mama" or "papa". 8 The use of these words are 

reinforced by parents. A baby soon learns that saying "mama" he can summon 

the wOrmth and comfort of his mother. The process of maturation enables 

a child to initially produce the "m" phoneme in the word"mama". However, 

parental reinforcement sustains the word. 



Heridity lind maturational factors appear to be significant in the 

emergence of a child's language from birth to si~ or nine months. Irwin 

states that "a child's coos and chuckles at 4 months and babbling from 6 

to 9 months occ:mr in the absence of any Ungustic stimulation. Beyond 

nine months and throughout life, enviromr._ent becomes more important in 

determining thf~ rate and level of language skills atte.inment. 119 
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Many culturally deprived children are born with normal intellectual 

and physical qualities, but lack the environmental stimulation to develop 

linguistic skills. A child's environment must provide enough appropriate 

speech models :'0 maintain maturational processes. "Esperiences after birth 

could prevent, retard, or facilitate the attainment of a child's full 

language potential" lO, despite normal physical maturation. 

A child's speech reflects the communicative models in his environment. 

Children born lnto homes which offer little or no adequate speech stimulat

ion might be expected to have difficulty developing in normal language skills. 

"Both lack of stimulation and overprotection have been known to cause delayed 

speech and language development.,tll The child who is punished or laughed 

at for speaking soon learns not to talk. Quality and quanity of speech as 

well as the type of reinforcement given to a child's speech can strongly 

influence lan~lage development. 

Two children given equal linguistic experiences would not be guaranteed 

to develop lant~age at the same time due to individual intellectual, physical 

and learning abilities and indpendent processes of neurophysical maturation. 

"Precise deteroination of critical experiences essential to language develop

ment and time periods during which these experiences must be made available 

has not yet been accomplished.,,12 Since man can acquire new language at 

any age, we ma.;y- assume language learning is a constant process throughout 

life. The follewing section will discuss normal milestones in speech acquisi

tion from birth to five yesrs. of age. 
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NORMAL LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT 

All normal human babies progress through a series of universal, predic

able stages when develo~ing speech. The folowing brief outline of '3. typical 

child's steps in learning to talk will later serve as a comparison when exam

ining the cultrilrally deprived child's language deficits. This author has 

assumed that verbal expression is demonstrative of a child's receptive know

ledge of linguistic rules. Therefore, this section is primarily concerned 

with oral speech development, although other related maturational features 

may be mentioned. 

The beginnings of speech have their origin in an infsnt's initial birth 

cry. From birth until a child's first month of life, his crying seems to 

have no fixed pattern of meaning. "this undifferentiated type of crying is 

the major vocal response elicited qy internal or external environmental 

stimuli",13 according to Morris. The parent cannot determine whether the 

child's bauling means he is hungry, cold, etc. The babies wail sounds the 

same despite the cause of his discomfort. 

After an infants first month, his crying becomes more aujitorially dis

cernable. The baby's 'I crying is still a part of a total bodily response, 

but it is growing to be more differentiated as a reflection of more specific 

emotional and feeling stl'ltes.,,14 Differentiated crying is thought to be a 

result of greater maturation of the nervous system which in turn allows greater 

laryngeal ~ontrol to produce more specific types of crying in response to 

Etimuhtion. The baby's cry is still reflexive or unpurposeful although the 

cry may differ according to the nature of discomfort. The mother is the sen-

sitive listner who interprets the baby's status and gives meaninJ to a type of cry.15 

Behaviorist~ suggest that differentiated crying is reinforced by the plea-

sant responses it elicits from parents. If a child produces a specific type of 
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cry when he is hungry and is comforted with food by his mother, the baby 

learns a specific type of cry elicits a specific response. Vi.rgil Anderson 

and Hayes Newby support the learning theory by saying, "Even the young infant 

Boon learns he can get desirable attention from certain ki~of vocalization, 

and we thus hf:\V'e the genesis of whf:\t could be called a crude kind of speech -

vocal expression used to effect a measure of control over the environment.,,16 

Differentiated crying usually occurs during a child's second and third 

month of life. There is some evidence that young children who do not respond 

to their environment by crying may be linguistically damaged. Parents who 

bragged about their silent "good babies" may later discover their child is 

nonverbal or autistic .17 

Cooing or comfort sounds are also produced by the neonate. These vowel

like sounds usually accompany feeding. Larygeal comfort sounds seem to repre

sent a transition from the crying stage to the babbling stage or period of 

random articullitory sound production. IS 

Bhbbling, like cooing, but unlike crying is associated with pleasureful 

feelings and emotions. This vocal play period usually lash from three to 

six months. This is a significant period in speech acquisition. A child 

begins to develop favorable feelings toward speaking as he listens to his 

own chatter and imitations of himself from adults. 19 In addition, babbling 

seems to enhance articulatory proficiency by providing practice of tongue 

contro]. However, phonemes produced during babbling seem to have little 

bearing on later sound development. 

During the period of vocal experimentation children produce a broad 

rBnge of sounds characteristic of many languages besides their native language. 

Sounds foreign to their native language will gradually disappear as parentIs 

reinforce phonemes characteristic of their speech. 20 Barbara S. Wood contends 

that, " ..• not many babbled sounds will later be found in the child's native 

language. Sounds with which the child will have 18ter difficulty may have 

----,_._-----------------
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been babbled frequently during the first yel3r." 2l As R child m'ltures 

neurophysicall;r, he will gradually learn to audi torially recall and repeat 

his own nonsense sounds. If a child seys "ga, ga, ga, ga .•• 1' in a seemingly 

unending string, he has most likely enterftd the lalling stage of language 

development. 

In the lalling stage, a circular feedback system between the infant's 

oral mechanism and his ear is established. 22 The child receives pleasure 

through hearing a sound or syllable he has produced and to maintain his 

pleasure he reproduces the utterance heard. Tillis stage of self imitation 

generally eegins to appear "during the second six months of a child's life .,,23 

Once the child has mastered imitation of his own voice, he soon learns to 

reproduce the sounds others produce. 

During the ninth or tenth month of childhood, a child may mimic parent 

productiens of "bye-bye" and wave without understanding what he has done. 24 

In the echolallc stage, a child hears and repeats sounds someone else has 

produced without meaningful intent. The oral/aural feedback system used in 

lalling, now begins to respond to sOI.mds heard in the environment. Sounds 

foreign to the infant 1 s native language, previously babbled will gradually 

disappear as he learns to articulate his parent's speech. 

By chance" the child may begin to utter sounds very close to a recogniz

able word. Parents notice the child's production and imitate him, presenting 

the object or person the child has named at the same time. During this period 

of "identification language" meanings become attached to specific syllables 

through the mental process of association. 25 After many imitative experiences, 

the child is conditioned to say "tla-dat, when Daddy is present. Next, he 

will progress to the stage of "true speech" when he seys "da-da" in the 

absence of D.dc~ to evoke his father's appearance. 

According to Dr. Hayes Newby and Virgil Andereon, "a child has truly 

learned to talk when he uses words deliberatly and purposefully with the 
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intention of exerting a measure of control over his evironment. tf,26 A child 

may say Itball" meaning "Where ie the bl.ll'i, 'llliere is the ball, or I want the 

ball.'" Yet the child' I!I one word sentence is usually sufficient to communi

cate his message to nearqy adults. A child's first words are the beginnings 

of his expressive language. The word has become a symbol for an object ~ 

person. 

In speech development, receptive language preceeds expressive language. 

Eisenson states, ttBetween 18 and 24 months, most children have productive 

vocabularies of three to 50 words and much larger comprehension vocabularies. It 

L toddler may be able to bring a doll on request by twelve months of age, 

but may not be able to verbally name the doll until months later. As the 

child adopts adult language, he is also learning to imitate inflection, move

ments, sound durations and intonational patterns. 'IDle fir~t words acquired 

are almost always nouns. Soon the youngster will learn to combine noune 

with other parts of speech. 

Bf age two, most children across the world are able to say two-word 

sentences. 28 One already have shown 80me evidence that language acquisition is 

controlled b.Y neurophysical maturation. Barbara Wood related structurl.l 

growth to speech development in a special study on the nervous system. She 

found that "R. major growth spurt of the cerebral cortex occurs about the age 

of two, when children join words together in a sentence.,,29 

A~ chlld who can combine two words independently has developed hb own 

unique speech. He no longer relies on adults to produce inti_l phrases. 

The youngster begins to develop syntax as he learns proper word order. Accord

ing to Braine, a child's early sentences are comprised of two types of wards, 

open and pivot words. Braine explains these two classes of words as follows: 

Open class words: the largest group of words, 

whic:~ usually contain content words; R. member of 

this word class can stand alone as a sentence; 

---------_._ .. -----_._._---



when a child learns a new rord it is first ad-

mitted in this c1a8s. 

Pivot class words: a smaller class of words usu-

ally containing function words: a member of this 

cla~s cannot stand alone as a sentence.30 

Using ~aine's word classifications the child can create three types of 

sentences; open word only, pivot and open word, and two open words. Examples 

of respective ,sentences would be II Daddy", "See Daddy or Daddy seelt , and "Daddy 

cup." These crude grammatical forms depict the roots of adult syntatical rules. 

From the ages two and a half to three years, a child is thought to acquire 

more new vocaDllary words than any other corresponding time in his life.3l 

The following linguistic schedule b.Y Anderson and Newb,y demonstrates this 

dramatic increase, showing vocabulary expansion from 275 to 900 words. ~he 

mean length of response (sentence length) increasing from 1.8 to 4.00 words. 32 

Knowledge of grammar and word forms will also increase porportionately, before 

the child's third birthday. According to iisenson, the two and a half year 

old child's speech includes "functional words such as prepositions, articles, 

and conjuctions.,,33 

Most children b,y the age of three' have mastered syntax and produce most 

phonemes used in a language correctly. Wood concludes that between the ages 

of three to 3~:, a child speaks in well formed sentences, following rather 

complex grammatical rules and others can generally undorstand what he is 

talking about. 1I34 'mle preschooler's language acquisition is nearly complete, 

except for articulation development. Vocabulary increases and more difficult 

grammatical rules are applied during the ages of four and five. Language 

development proceeds at a slower pace as the child becomes a mature speaker. 

The following linguistic schedule will summarize the communicative de-

velopment of the typical child. The ages for levels of speech acquisition 

mentioned must not be considered exact for all children. Maturational rates 
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of the individual child seem to play a more significant role 1n predicting 

language development than chronological ages. Parenh should not be alarmed 

immediately, if a child does not acquire a language ability at a prescribed 

age. 

A~derson-Newby Schedule of Communicative Development 

12 months 

18 months 

24 monthtll 

36 month .. 

48 months 

60 months 

Uses one to four words, usually nouns (daddy, mama, 
milk, et cetera). Understands very simple instructions, 
especially if accompanied by meaningful gestures or. 
intonation, for example, 'give me the ball.' 

Uses 20 to 25 words, still mostly nouns. Some verbs 
beginning to appear; may be combined with nouns to 
form a basic linguistic unit, as 'daddy come', 'milk 
gone' et cetera. nbe one word sentence 1s predominant; 
'ball' meani~g 'Where is the ball?', 'I want the ball, 
let cetera. Negative protest frequent; 'no' very common 
word. Good deal of jargon. Mean len~hof response 
(MLR) l.2 words. 

Squealing and screaming still prominent. Usually uses 
initial consonants. Can name some common objects ~ 
pictures shown him (ball, shoe, watch, cup, et cetera). 
Can use two prepositions (in, on or under). Vocabulary 
275-300 words. MLR is 1.2 words. 

Uses pronouns 1, you, and me correctly. Uses plurals, 
past tense, comparatives. Knows three or four preposit
ions. Can distinguish such opposities as big-little, 
fast-slow, and up-down. Knows colors red, brown, and 
blue. Knows the chief parts of his body. Language 
construction is 50 per cent grammatically corredt. 
Vocabulary 900 words. MLR 4.00 words. 

Can name colors generally; can use four or five prepo
sitions. Knows some numbers and can tell what familiar 
animals do or say. Names most common objects in pictures 
can repeat three digits after hearing them. Knows tense 
of verbs (run, ran, will run) and number (is, are). 
Knows forms of simple pronouns (him, her, his et cetera); 
can jistinguish when-where and singular verses plural 
nouns. Vocabulary 1500 words. MLR is 5.4 words. 

Utlles many descriptive words accurately. Knows common 
opposites (hot-cold, big-little, long-short and can 
distinguish alike-diferent, left-right, and can compre
hend "few~' Know~ when to tIIay 'pleaee'and 'thank you.' 
Can count to 10 and name two or three coins. Speech 
is fully intelligible, although likely to display some 
errors in formation and use of consonants. Vocabulary 
2000 worde. MLR is 5.7 words. 
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* note that the vocabulary rates refer to expressive 
language only. 
Andereoa, Wirgil A and Newby, Hayes, Improving the 
Child's SVeech (New ~ork: vxford University Press, 
Inc. 19751 P. 84-85 

Although a child may have nearly developed receptive and expressive 

language skills by age five, phonemic proficiency usually takes a few years 

longer. Girls develop sounds sooner than boys and may articulate most sounds 

by ages four or fIve, but many children of both sexes cannot auditorially 

discriminate and produce all English phonemes until ages six, seven or 

. ht 35 el.g • The subsequent tables illustrate average ages for correct articu-

lation of English consonants. 

_____ 0. _______ 0 __ 
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Normative Data for Phoneme Acquisition 

Sound ~ 

Prather ( 1975} Sandere ( 1972) 'templin (1957) 

m 2 -2 .3 

n 2 -2 .3 

h 2 -2 3-6 

p 2 -2 .3 , ( ng) 2 2 .3 

f 2-4 3 .3 

j (y) 2-4 .3 .3-6 

k 2-4 2 4 

d 2-4 2 4 

w 2-8 -2 4 

b 2-8 -2 4 

t 2-8 2 6 

g .3 2 4 

s .3 .3 4-6 

r 3-4 .3 4 

1 3-4 .3 6 

j"'(sh) 3-8 4 4-6 

t; (ch) 3-8 4 4-6 

?J (th voiced) 4 5 7 

T ( zh) 4 6 7 

dt (j) 4 4 7 

e (th unvoiced) 4 -I- 5 6 

v 4-t 4 6 

z 4; 4 7 



Prather 

Sanders 

Tamplin 

75% Sound accuracy in initial and final word po~itions.)6 

50% Sound accuracy in two out of three word positions. 57 

75% S~und accuracy in all word positions. (Uovelopmental 
dat.a oo.t.a.in.ci in the .arne article •• Prathor) 

------ ----.--~--"."." .. -.-.... " 

12 
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The Effects of ~xperiential Deprivation on Speech Acquisition 

There h no magical formula for determing the exact quantity of expEriences 

necessary for a child to develop normal language. Experientially deprived 

youths come from various backgrounds. Although parent'~ socioeconomic status 

and education have a definite influence in determining their offspring's 

linguhtic envtronment, a child':s sensory deprivation cannot be attributed 

to these factors alone. "Economically poor families can be rich in culture, 

love and understanding of children and wealthy homes can be impoverished in 

factors that nourish children intellectu.!.lly, emotionally and linguistically." 3g 

Dr. Glydoll D. Riley, after working with over 3,500 Head Start children 

in Los Angeles;. published a workable definition of culturally dieadvantaged 

which seems applicable to this report. He wrote, "Culturally disadvantaged 

refers to children, often from minority groups, who have not grown up wi th 

the I!!ame set of experiences as the maj ority of American youths. 1139 B~th 

under and over verbal stimulation can be causitive factors of language delay 

according to Riley's definitlon. If speech is learned, it seems logical to 

ascertain that the nonverbal atmosphere will produce the nonverbal child. 

Contrarily, overstimulation may produce the nonverbal child by removing his 

need for communication. "Chatterbox" parents find it difficult to understand 

why their Jbti1:n;lY doesn't talk. The overstimulated youngster may have no de

sire to speak since watchful family members verbalize his needs for him. 

Some highly educated parents have been known to bombard their children with 

multiple syllable words and classical literature, art, or music in hopeI!! 

of providing a rich cultural atmosphere. The youngster may retreat from 

talking when o'lerstimulated with complex language he can neither relate to 

or understand. Thus, involved and uno.'9rstanding parents with realhtic lan

guage expectations for their offspring who supply an average amount of verbal 
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experiences are most likely to produce normal speakers. 

Expressive and receptive language skills are the result (or output) of 

auditory, visual, and tactile communicative input. If a child'! environment 

fails to providt! nece:u~ary stimulation for intellectual and language growth 

according to standards set by the American middle class for acceptble speech, 

the child's spe1ech TJJaY be labeled deviant. However, the difference between 

II culturally depri ved ll and " culturally different" should be noted. Black, 

Spanish, or Puerto Rican children speak in a form which may differ from 

standard English in pronounciation morphology, and syntax. Many of these 

children are not language deficient or delayed: rather, these children have 

linguistic differences which are appropriate and standard within their own 

culture. Ginsc,erg point!! out intelligence tests arE' often inappropriate 

measuring instr~ments because they reflect subcultural and motivational 

difference:e rather than intellectual differences.
40 

Certainly comparing 

counter elements within a culture to middle class standards could cause a 

minority group to be supressed economically, socially, and educationally. 

This is why Riley adds that culturally disadvantaged children are often from 

minority cultures. BUt a new breed of experientially deprived children seem 

to be emerging as a result of modern day trends and pressures which have 

given parents Ii complexing set of values and expectations never before 

known. 

A~ 1977 issue of U. S. News and World Report asked, "What are the nation's 

middle class families doing to fend off steadily rising living costs that 

threaten to erode their dreams?", and then answerll: 

Husbands are working two jobs, some involving danger aad 
long hours. Wives also get whateyer work they are able to find 
to supplement household incomes. 4 

Rhing inflati.on can mean that parents spend less time giving intimate com-

municative training to their preschoolers. In 1965, fifty percent of women 
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between the ageEI of 18 and 65 worked. According to Hardy, one million 

children have no care whatsoever while the4r motherl'J work. A.nother million 

have inadequate care, a neighbor down the street drops in or perhaps a six 

year old may watch an infant. Scores of nursery school programs have begun 

throughout the nation, some good and some bad. 

Divorce statbtics have doubled during the last decade. The U. S'. 

Bureau of Cen8U~ reports, from 1970 to 1977 the divorce ratio increased 79% 

as compared to 9.n increase of 34% from 1960 to 1970.43 Therefore, more 

children are li'lring with Bingle parents who must work to support them. 

Current trends seem to belittle the profession of a housewife and motber-

hood and glorify the fulfilled working woman who shares equal rights with 

the husband. Yet the children of this modern age seem to suffer most for 

they may lack the speech and knowledge to demand their rights for attention, 

love and understanding. Dr. Benjamin Spock famed child p~ychologist simply 

states, "If neither parent is willing to give up time to care for a child, 

I'd advise them not to have one.,,44 This is not to suggest that working 

parents cannot give their child adequate language tr~aning. ~though a 

child's parent!l, particularly his mother usually have the greatest infl\Jence' 

on his langu!lgel development older siblinge, grandparents or other adult 

speakers Cs:in provide normal linguistic tr~ining. 

Why is early language stimulation so import8,nt't Deficits in language 

appear to have a significant impact on the child's gener~l i~tel1igenee. 

Barbara Bibler writes: 

Not only does the child who lacks eupportive 
cownunication in the early years fail to 
develop language patterns acceptable to the 
school, he may also develop deterrents for 
being able to learn in general, because it 



is through being known, felt, and understood 
as a. person that a child's basic curiosity 
and interest in the world begin to flower and 
develop.45 

16 

TIhe preceding chapter revealed the joint role of environment ~nd maturation 

in language acc~istion. Now, the culturally deprived child's environment 

differs in amount and type of speech stimulation will be examined. 

Even in the early prelanguage periods of babbling, parent or caretaker 

response has a definite influence on infant's vocalizations. In a study of 

8 month old infants and their mothers by adoption, the quality and quantity 

of parent's renctions to a child's babbling wa.s found to correlate with the 

amount of infant's verbalizations and the quality of his language develop-

mente Babies who resided in orphanages and received little personal atten-

tion fro!ll surrogate mothers did not babble and vocalize as much as family 

infants. 45 

There is /50me research to indicate that the lack of verbal interaction 

net cnly discourages linguistic growth but may aleo cause a chile. to regress 

into earlier surpa.ssed language stages. The infll.nt communicates his needs 

by crying. Wh'~n a child i~ neglect~d or when his aid is slow in coming, he 

may cry more than other children. Ander~wn and Newby state that "crying is 

an expre!lsion of a compulsive unpleasant feeling state, but babbling is 

indicati va of ,'i pleasant mood. 1147 Thus, the child who only gains attention 

t1:r"Qlgh crying '9.nd does not engage in verbal play is stunted in lB.nguage 

growth. Mothers who are uninformed about tteir child I s stages of speech 

development may feel it is silly to talk to an infant who cannot l1nderstand 

aad talk back. 

Language regression can alt'!O be connected with emotional problem~. 

In homes '~,here parents continually argue and words Rore 3poken only in 
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emotional outburst, the young child begins to uaociate speech with agres

sion and fears penalty fears penalty for speaking. These parents maybe 

eo involved in their own disagreements that the child is ignored or caught 

between a verbal tug-o-war. Eisenson writes "the child who becomes fearful 

of the conseqaenoes of speech may regress to a nonverbal stage of safety 

and :!ecurity.1148 Parents still exist who live by the erroneous, outdated 

doctrines, "l good baby is a quiet baby" and "Children should be seen and 

not heard. If In order for a child's expresei ve language to progress, speech 

muet be viewed as desirable by parents and the child. 

Another home variable that can stunt language growth is excessive, loud, 

distracting noise. A home full of nohe, either human or electronic (radio 

and television included) may prevent a child from hearing and attending to 

the parent or other key family membars. 49 ~~~r researchers have begun to 

reveal the ha~mfu1 psychological effects in children from viewing too much 

television. Although placing an infant in front of the television may keep 

him pacified, he is not receiving needed personal communicative training 

tlrDtlgh the tube. A child must learn to auditoria11y recognize, discriminate 

and recall spl3cific sounds before he can learn words. In homes where tele

visions blair and other children constantly chatter, a child's selective 

auditory attention may be delayed. 

A number of home variables that may cause a preschooler to have delayed 

language have been shown. Now, the focus will be changed to some specific 

language difficulties found in culturally deprived preschoolers. Consistently 

dbadvanta.ged children exhibit a number of linguistic liabilities. The under

privileged child typically exhibits characteristics such as a reduced vocabu-

1ary, predominent use of nouns and verbs and limi ted and/or rigid use of ad

jectives and adverbs, deficient syntactical development, deviations in arti

cu1atition and deficient auditory discrimination. As a consequence of lin

guistic weaknesses, perceptual and intellectual development may deviate from 

-------_._--_ .. _.-_ ..... _ .. 
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normal middle claB~ children. 50 The speech deficits of maQY pre-school 

children are a reflection of inadequate or absent language experiences. 

Children who fall behind their same age peers during this crucial learning 

period may find It catching-up" more difficult in beginning school years. 

The Experimental idition of the Illinoi! Ta~t of Psycholinguistic 

Abilities (ITPA) was given to 130, two and a half to six year old children 

classified as culturally disadvantaged and enrolled in a Nashville inter-

ci ty language program. Result~ revealed the mean language age of the group 

to be 7 months below the mean chronological age. Auditory talk. were an 

average of six developmental months below visual tasks lIhere att.ention, 

discrimination, and memory skills were tested in both auditory and visual 

areas. The lowest score was obtained on the auditory vocal automatic sub

test (Grammati,~ Closure) which was depressed an average of eight months or 

more. Scores reflected reduced syntactical ability. "Gultura.lly disadTan

taged children appear to develop at non-equivalent rates with reference to 

their auditoIJ' and visual modalities and the capacity of those modalities 

to process information. lt51 These deviances would be considered insignifi

cant in the older elementary child; however, during the preschool years when 

rapid linguistic gains are achieved, 8 months discrepancies can be significant 

sign of language and/or intellectual abnormalty. 

Basil Be:rstein made an extensive study of differences in 1E.nguage pat

terns of London's working class and middle class during the 1960's. He found 

the greatest handicap of the poor to be in the realm of language. Berstein 

stated that a child's language significantly affects the way he thinks and 

behaves and that poverty often leads to "irreversable intellectual impover

ishment .1152 A child who is unable to verbalize his internal feelings may 

find more a~'essive means of expressing himself. Personality problems aad 
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antisocial behavior (lfhich is so often characteristic of lower socioeconomic 

and poorly educated groups) may be initiated by the inability of children 

to internalize and express their emotiofts through words. 

Certainly, research seems to indicate that early language development 

has far reaching implications in a child's later life. "~n individual's 

language abili.ty is one of the most significant variables in deterrrlng his 

level of social and economic attainment as well as his development of emotional 

maturity and appropriate social behavior.,,53 'the responsibility for providing 

linguistic training for the preschool cutura,lly deprived child extends beyond 

parents and educators to all those concerned with the emotional social, and 

intellectual well-being of America's future citizens. 
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OBTAINING PARENT COOPERATION 

Parent rapport and active participation with the teacher 

and child is one of the most significant variables in a home 

language stimulation program. Without the constructive support 

of the parent, carry-over of suggested language activities wil} 

not occur, Since most preschool children spend nearly all of 

their time at home, this is where language stimulation and 

learning must take place. In exploring how to obtain parent 

cooperation, three important areas will be discussed: 1) good 

counseling characteristics, 2) dealing with parent resistance, 

and 3) active involvement of parents on the home language 

program. 

Establjshing a warm, open teacher-parent relationship is 

the foundation of sol~d language learning with a child. A 

teacher should possess certain personal qualjties that facili

tate establishment of a firm, c00perative relationship with 

parents. First, the teacher should show genuine warmth and 

concern in the chiJd's language problem. Too often parent'a 

seem to "tune out" teachers who give appropriate child infor

mation in a cold aesthetic manner. Not only what the teacher 

says is important, but also, how she says it. Carl Rogers 

describes the insensitive counselor as having an "I-it" rela

tionship with the client. In th~type of relationship, the 

client is s~~en "as a complex object, a machine whose functions 

may be in disrepair in certain ways." In the warm, accepting 

relationship, Roger's "I-Thou" relationship, there is a "deep 

sense of communication and unity between the counselor and 

client.,,1 Genuine concern for a parent and child can be ex

pressed verhally and nonverbally. 

The stoic teacher who sits behind a large desk and uses 

polysyllabic words and professional jargo~ to describe langrage 

remediation is n~ likely to be successful communicator with 

most parents. A false air of complete knowledge about children 

may actually be a reflection of a teacher's deep insecurity 

toward their competency as a professjonaJ. "The most common 

fear expressed by beginning interviewers is that clients will 

not accf:pt them in a professional role because of their youth. ,,2 
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Talking a 0''''''71 to a par·:mt flo.y ca;.ts2 t?l.em to feel resentment, 

gQilt, or insecurity. These qualities when felt in the parent 
or teacher prevent fQrther growth of a communicative relation

ship. The parent's age, education and social background shoQld 
be considered when discussing a child to prevent a language 

barrier. 
According to Rogerian theory, t~e teacher's role is not 

merely to impart information, but to act as a "facilitator 

of learnini;." Rogers \I.'ri tes: 
When the facilitator is a real person, 
being what he is, entering into a re
lationship with the learner withcut 
~resenting a front or facade,~he is much 
mere 1.ikely tc be effective."-'; 

The parent and teachey should become partners in helping a 

child develop linguistic skills. When both parent and teacher 

share in planning a child's activities, a favorable climate of 
trust and joint responsibility is established. Learning then 

becomes a two-way process between instrQctors and parents. 
I! parents and teachers arA to become co-workers in plan

ning a:[1.1 tnsti tQting a child's edQcational prog!'::>"T1, they-nust 
treat each other with respect and honesty. The teacher should 

not allow personal jUdge-nents or bias to interfere with parent 
counseling. Often feelings of disapproval can be projected 

unknowingly by a lack of eye contact or s~d1e~ stj.ffness and 

silence. When a teacher :11akes value judgements, she may pro
voke feelings of resent~ent and guilt n3 well as create an 

Qncomfortable cOQnseli:1.g atmosphere. Taylor writes "we can-
not force sympathy and love, we can only win them by treating 

others, including our children, with the respect, courtesy 
and appreciati.on we hope to receive from them.,,4 When a 
mother pours out her frustration in controlling her child 
and says that beating Johnny is the only way he will mind, 
the teacher shou.ld not .::it first openly express her feelings 

of .1isagre8rnent with this method of discipline. Rather, she 
shoQld emphathize with the mother's frustrations and feelings 

of failure and then offer alternatives for co~trolling behavior. 

Empathy is perhaps the ~'1ost important quali ty needed for gain

ing parent cooperation. 
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To be empathetic, the counselor must be an objeeti ve and 

active listner. The teacher should rephrase a parent's comments 

in a question sllch as "Do you mean that ••• ?". This will help 

the teacher to better understand the parent's communicative 

intent and allow the parent to feel understood. Also, the 

curious parent will feel more at ease in asking qllestions to 

clarify the teacher's intent. 

A last i~partant quality conducive to a successful teacher

parent relationship is "acceptance". Belief in a person despite 

his differences of opjnion and lifestyle is basic to true 

communication. Rogers writes "the facili tat or 's pri_zing or 

acceptance of the learner is an operational expression of his 

essential confidence and trust in the capacity of the human 

organism. ,,5 In other words, when one can listen and accept 

another indi_vidual with unique, perhaps radically opposing 

attitudes, without feeling that ones own attitudes are threatened, 

then one can learn from and respect another's ideas. 

Acceptance is difficult when parents show resistance to

ward the teacher's suggestions. The teacher must try to 

llnderstand the underlying reasons for parent's hostility and 

bitterness. At the same time, the teacher must try to control 

her defensive instincts toward rejection. It is often necessary 

for a teacher "not only to accept 'difficult mothers' but also to 

help them accept themselves.,,6 Emotional resistances should be 

eliminated so that mutllal communication and learning can occur. 

Some reasons for parental resi.stance toward teachers will be 

revealed. 

Modern nuclear families have a much greater responsibility 

in child rearing than when extended families of grandparents, 

aunts, uncles etc. shared in raising children. Even those 

trapped by jobs with long hours with kids to care for when 

they return home have desires for self fulfillment. Lack of 

time and low opinions of self worth can cause anxiety, tenSion, 

and neurosis. Mothers who spend all da.y wi th their chiJ dren 

may have a depp sense of lonJjness because their youngsters 

do not provide adult companionshjp and support. Husbands who 

-~----------. ----~------



come home exhauste:i !roJl th'3.1 2:' jobr; ;n~y ;;lrrq;ly feel too tired 

to talk and share in household chores. 

However, society has found many outlets for parents who 

seek psychological help. Marriage counselors, psychologists, 
sociolagis~8. fa~ily therapy groups, and a large variety of 

books ~re available to help restore emotional health. The 
preschool provides additional help for t~apDei ~others. 

"Pls.cing the child in any good nursery school helps the young 
mother to resolve one of her ~ost typical conflicts - wanting 
to be a gOJd :TI:>ther, yet craving tine and o}y;')oTt:,mity to be 

a person in her own right."? 
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When parents co~e for teacher conferences they bring fears 

and frustra.tions 3.bout their child 8.nd lj fc~ 'tilth them. The 
teach'i'Jr may beGome the "sounding board" for parent aggravations. 

The mother may have no one else with whom to pour out her 
feelings and the way the teacher handles a pa~ent's openess 

will set standards for their filtLlre relationship. Wylie reminds 
the teacher t:n.at. she is not a "psychologist, psychiatrist. I)r 

fa.~ily guidance co~nselor and the conference should involve 

only the interests of the child: his adju8t~entt behavior, 
attitudes. abi1ities a:1d needs. IIB However, the author tends 

to bRlieve that the teacher cannot only deal with a child's 
interests for in dealing with the parent's feelings we are 

indirectly aiding the child by helpi~g his parents provide a 
happy, emotionally bs.lance1 ~t~ospher0. However, the teacher 

should not overstep her area of prafession~] endeavor, offering 
advise in areas for which she is not lrained. Also, care ~~st 
be taken not to become tanglei in Ci family's problems. 
Teachers a.re counselors who offer suggestions and referrals 
should be given for outside professional help. It is the 

pare~t's responsibility to utilize and enforce teaching ideas~ 
Mothers an:i fat~ers may be resistant toward teachers 

becease of their own unhappy experiences in school. The 
instructor must help the parent to realize that they are 
not opposing forces but rather cooperative allies in helping 

a child grow. Too often the teacher is seen as a domineering 
authority figure instead of a mut~al partner. Honesty in 
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displaying attitudes usually comes forth gradually after the 
teacher and pare~t have had time to adjust and ~nderstand the 

other's role in child develop~cnt. 
Educated teachers, schooled in early human growth know 

a great deal ~bout the characteristics and needs of preschoolers. 
Likewise. each mother regards herself as an expert on her own 

child's deyelopme~1t. Llde,::d. t.hf3 !":lather is an authority in 

knowing her own child's ~annerisms, reactions. and wants because 

she has watched her child's Lehavior Since birth. The mother 
may resent Lhs tc~ch lr's sQggestions especially when the yo~ng 
teacher has ~o children of her own. Insecure mothers may feel 

they mll.st :lt~fend thei.::::' methods of child rearing. She may ex
perience failure if she feels the teacher could help her child 

wher, she C'J ell dn 't. l'2li s res entm ent may caus e the rna ther to 
loose focus of her responsibility in the child's language ]earn

ing. Parents and teachers need to recognize each other's 

contributi~ns in tt? jO~ngst0r's growth and not view a child 
only as a source of personal fulfillment. 

A close parent-teacher relationship has many psychological 
and ed,tcational benefits. Lancaster and Gaunt stated "Close 

communication betwe~n parent 3nd teacher about such matters 
as the arrival of a new baby, a death, or unhappy major or 

minor lisruption in the family means a teacher can a~ticipate 

possi ble pro blams an·-} ;:~e lp the dis tressed child. ,,9 Earli er, 

it W~B sho*n how emotional problems ~ithin a family can cause 
language delay_ Divorce has often ca~s8i a change in the 
child's scho~l performance. Culturally deprived children may 

have addi tj.onal inner eonflict:.=;: when they cannot put their 
feelings into words nor express their feelings verbally in 

a socially accepted manner. 

"An added. DontlS of any par'.:Jn t education plan is that as 
you get to know parents better you find it eaSier to understanj 
th ' h'ld ,,10 1'1' . 1 l' +"l.- t elr !~ 1 reno '1i{eW1SI~, 1n ne plngdle paren to learn, 
the teacher helps the child to learn. Family relationships 
are also improved. The teacher ~an help pareats to view their 
child more obj:;:~ti'vely by pojntin5 (nt specific !"1Ormal 8.EG. 

devian t behaviors ar.d s ~<bbestjng methods of behavior modif i. cation. 
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When one consider's the amount of time a child spends in the home 

environment, one begins to understand why teaching the primary 

caretaker to provide normal educative experiences is essential. 

Barb Tizard blatantly shows us the significance of home 

learning by stating: 

A child who attends a half-day nursery school 
from his third to his fifth birthday will have 
spent only about four percent of the waking hours 
of the first five years of his life at school. 
Yet these are the yeaf' during which intellectual 
growth is most rapid. 

Parent interest, attitudes and values have a direct influence 

on a child's performance. To be effective, the school must 

extend itself into the child's natural setting,(the home), and 

teaching must cerne not only from the teacher but the child's 

natural teacher, the mother (and/or father). Children do not 

develop jn isolation cf their cultural background. The teacher 

is relied upon to maintain home learning and keep harmony 

between the home and school experiences. 

How can the teacher actively involve parents in the home 

language program? First, the parent and teacher must become 

cooperative, interdependent co-workers in sharing educational 

responsibility. Taylor writes "The realization that mothers 

(and fathers too) can be parthers in both planning and carry

ing out educational set-ups and procedures is one of the most 

important understandings a teacher can attain."12 The parent 

must not depend on a instructor solely for teaching ideas. 

The parents should share successes and failures in child 

education with the teacher. Professionals should build par

ent's confidence in teaching by praising even small teaching 

achievements. Criticisms should be given in an open, honest 

manner, often with teachers sharing the responsibility for 

mistakes. Positive suggestions should be given :nore frequently 

than negative comments. 

Mothers and fathers can be encouraged to utilize special 

talents whieh aid skill development in the whole preschool 

group. A parent may be gifted in music, painting, clay, telling 

stories or other areas. Encouraging parents to ut.ili7.e the.ir 
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special talents has a three-fold purpose. The children will 

Jearn .from entertaining new experiences. Secondly, the parents 

will become more involved and enthusiastic about the language 

program. Lastly, the teacher will discover new interesting 

methods of teaching. 

Parent cooperatives (groups organized by parents for the 

education of preschool children) provide unique benefits for 

children and parents. In the presence of a qualified preschool 

teacher, parents can share their child's needs for learning 

experiences and their own needs for self fulfillnent. Parents 

often ~eceive more guidance from other parents than they could 

obtain from the teacher alone. Programs such as Head Start 

consider parent participation a ~ajor requirement in preschool 

education. 

If a child spends three hours in a stimulating environment, 

but returns to a barren at~osphere lacking essentials for normal 

development for the rest of the day he may become confused and 

upset. Preschool learning can even be rejected without parent 

guidance. In conclusion, successful remediation depends on 

viewing a child's handicap in relation to his total enviro~~ent. 

This can be achieved only by interdisciplinary action and 

careful parent counseling. 13 
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CREAT ING AN Al'I~~OS.?riliM ,t<"'OR SPEl:!;C.it DEVEWPM.ENT 

SomEl simple suggestions for parents in structuring the 

home environment to 8110\'/ for successful language teaching will 

be presented in this section. fwo types of teaching strategies 

will be disc:ussed and employed in the subsequent home langu.8_ge 

activities. Behavior modification is used as a method of 

language elicitation, change and maintenance through control of 

stimuli which precedes and follows the speech act. The learning 
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theory upon which this teaching strategy is based states that the 

consequenceB of behavior can either accelerate or decelerate future 

occurrence of that behavior. A second teaching strategy known as 

the "incidental approach" will help the parent to utilize non-

structured everyday experiences in teaching language to their 

child. l Before discussing these teaching strategies in greater 

detail, the following precautions suggested by Bqker should be 

considered t.o insure successful language teaching. 2 

Structured langug~e sessions should occur daily for optimum 

results. fhe length of home language sessions will depend on the 

individual child's age and attention span. It is doubtful that 

a child below age 5 will attend a p~rent and sit in a Chair for 

thirty minutes initially. fherefore, beginning teaching sessions 

should last only 5-10 minutes and gradually be increased to 20-

30 minutes ~ day. Scheduling session at qpproximately the same 

time each day will help children to follow a routine. reaching 

sessions should be SCheduled durin;;!: a auiet time at the house 
~ " 

when the child is alert and attentive. Often, in the early after

noon before the spouse and other Children return and after the 



child has played physic~lly and eaten lunch is a good time.to 

sChedule training sessions. 

3efore a child can learn, he must first be able to attend 
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and removing visual and auditory distractions which interfer with 

attendance is the first step in effective teaching. The teaching 

area (often the kitchen table) should be kept clear of extra vis

ual distrR.ctions such as toys, pets, or other household items. 

The room should also allo\"1 for auditory attendance through 

eliminating the television, radio, or other distracting noise. 

Parents should be well prepared for teaching so that the 

session will run smoothly and effectively. Advance outlines of 

teaching plans will help the parent to maximize teR.ching time. 

Rehearsal 0 l' instructions ",nd h'lving materials within reach will 

reduce confusion in teaching. Wordy complicated instructions will 

only confuse the child and may cause him to become frustrated ,,·;hen 

he doesn't understand. Therefore, verbal directions for completion 

of a language task should be kept simple, consistent and concise. 

Materials used should be familiar, interesting and appropriate to 

the age level of the child. Providing verbal and manual models 

of what the child is to do and guiding him through a desired be

havior will simplify the teaching task and make certain that the 

child understands what is required of him. .;iimplifying teaching 

increases th·s child's chances of successful performance in a task. 

Baker '1.lso suggests several ways of helping the child attend 

the parent when he or she is speaking. 3 First, the parent should 

be within the Child's range of vision and hearing. Secondly, the 

parent should ~get on the Child's level» by squatting down or 

3itting so that the parent and child 9.re at the same eye level. 
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Thirdly, calling the child's name and waiting for the child to 

look at the parent before giving directions will help attendance. 

'rhe parent should m9.ke sure the child is looking directly in his 

eyes and not the surrounding area. 

Using short familiar words and sentences will help to make 

directions me9.ningful to the child. Using the same words in 

labeling objects, people, and places 'f/ill help the child learn 

their names. Also, Baker says that "Children can understand 

words more easily when they are accompanied with meaningful 

gestures.,,4 Finally, the child'should be talked to as much as 

possible during the day. 

Van Ri:per says that children learn to speak only by recog

nizing that speech is a ttuseful tool. 1t5 He suggests that one 

teach this lesson through the follow1ng two types of. speech models. 

1. Self talk is when the parent talks aloud to 
hi~self and verbalizes what he is doing, seeing, 
and hearing. (Example: ~hile washing dishes a 
mother says, "'fihere spoon, lVi.ommy wash spoon, 
scrub, scrub, now spoon clean. It) 

2. Parallel talk is when the parent not only verbalizes 
his own thou~hts but also those of the child. 
(Exampl~: W~ile the child is dressing, the mother 
says, 'Jimmy find shirt, put shirt on, button 
shirt, shirt feels soft." 

In this 'flay the parent can provide meaningful language imput at 

approximately the same time the child is experiencing language. 

Self talk and parallel talk are two important types of incidental 

teaching procedures. 

A final important reminder is that children acquire language 

in small se(~ential steps. A child may need to review a language 

task many times before he can spontaneously perform the activity. 
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1'herefore, language teaching must pro5ress from simple to complex 

tasks in small stages. Pointing to an object is usually much 

easier for a child than verbally identifying an object. The parent 

should begin with a task he knows the child can successfully do 

and then gradually introduce more difficult tasks as the child 

develops a skill. Task sequencinp; will help to avoid failure 

and allow the child to develop a more positive self concept from 

successful speech experiences. 
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The Behavior Modification Approach 

Modern linguists continue to 6ebate whether or not language 

is learned ~hrough experiences or innately developed and revealed 

through maturation. Ryan asks, "If we assume that language is de

termined through illaturation, tnen should we give up on the non

language child and just w8it for him to mature."6 Preceding 

studies have shown tne harmful effects of experiential deprivation 

during the critical learning years from birth to age five. Merely 

"waiting" for the nonlanguage preschooler to develop speech could 

irreversably d~ma~e his language and cognitive le~rnlng potential. 

ri •. f. Skinner stater:; that "all hum,3n behavior is a product of 

environmental influence."7 Accor61ng to the le8rning theory, 

language is a result of environmental stimulation. If one assumes 

that 1.'3.ngu8.g,e is le~.rned through various sensory experiences then 

one may hypothesize that the nonlgnguage child has not been exposed 

to norm"3.l linguistic experiences or hss been exposed to abnormal 

linguistic experiences. A third possibility exists that the child 

may have been exposed to normal linguistic ex;;eriences, but my not 

learn in the same manner as the 8ver3~e Child. The logical alter-

native is to teach langu'3ge through providing environmenta.l exper-

iences. 

The jehavior modification a~9rOqch is based on a learning 

sequence knowng s II condi t ioning. II .I.' he conditioning process 

involves a stimulus, response an6 qnd a consequence. These terms 

8 have been 6efined by Ryan. 

1. 5ti~ulus. Ihis is' the auditory (verbal illodel) or 
visual (picture, object, or action) or other type 
of stimulus wnich preceedes the response "3.nd sets 
the st"3.ge for its occurrence. 



2. Response. the oral or nonoral behavior desired 
from the child. 
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3. ~einforcement. rhe verbal, token or other type of 
reinforcer waich is given Ifter each correct response. 

The consequence of a behavior has the potential to increase 

or decrease the frequency of future occurrences of that behavior. 

~onsequences which decre.g se a res Don se are termed II ;mn ishers II ~.nd 

con sequence B which i ncrea se 9. res Donse aye Cq lIed "re inforcers. " 

The parent can increase langu8ge behaviors by control of the stim-

ulus "lnd consequence of 113.nguage. For instance, the teacher or 

parent presents a ball gnd says, IIball~ If the chlld im~ediately 

imitates her verbal model or approximates imitation of the model, 

he is rewarded for his correct response by th~.parent ~miling, -

s8.ying "gOOd," and perhaps giving the cnild his favorite kind of 

cookie. The child soon learns that he csn receive positive rein-

forcement for specific ty?es of behavior and tends to exhibit these 

desired behaviors more often in hopes of receivin~ reinforcement. 

rhe behavior modification 3pproach is used frequently in 

everyday situations. F~r instance, the parent rewards the child 

for not crying in the doctors office with a lollipop or the 

parent slaps the t.oddler's hand a.nd says, "no II when he reqches 

for the hot pan on the stove. Behavior is modified through.its 

immediate oositive or negative conse~uences. Reinforcers and 

punishers c~.n take many forms '"no differ with each Child. 

BeCker defines three groups of reinforcers which gre important 

to a mother. 

1. Social reinforcers involve the p~rentls behavior 
such as words of praise, attention, a smile, or 
nearness. 



2. Token reinforcers are things which Can be 
exchan~ed for other reinforcers such RS money, 
poker chips, c)oints, or gold stars. 

Activitv reinforcers are behaviors cnildren like 
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to perfo rrn ',yhen given a chance. These might 
include running, ~3mes, art activities, singing, or 
eating. 

Good edible reinforcers the parent can use might include dry 

cereal, peanuts, popcorn, raisons, small jello squares, or other 

foods which the child especially likes. 

l'he schedule of reinforcement is 9.lso important. -,'ihen a new 

behavior is being 9.cquired, reinforcement should be given on 9. 

fixed sch6d~le of 100% or consistent reinforcement for every res-

aonse. As a behavior becomes stranger the schedule of reinforcement 

may decrease to reinforcement for every 2 correct respo~ses (50}~) 

and then gr9.dually be reduced to 10% or reinforcement for every 

10 correct responses. ro maintain an 9.cquired behavior tae parent 

may gradually shift to variable, intermittent reinforcement after 

a specific number of responses. 

Often parents may unknowingly reward poor jehavior by giving 

attention ( ~ social reinforaer) to undesirable behavior and not 

rewarding good behAvior. ~or instance, the parent may yell at the 

child for feedinE the dog his supper~ but neglect to praise the 

child for eatinz all of his meal. It is belpful for the parent 

to list tbose benaviors waich they want to strenthen aDd those 

they want to we9.ken. Ignoring the chilO. when he runs around the 

house or exhibits other distracting beh9.viors should decrease such 

behavior if the parent is consistently reinforcing good behavior 

such as when the child is sitting in his chair and is visually 

attending. 
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The parent should not insist that a child perform perfectly 

on his first attempt at a task. Rather, the child should be re

inforced for improvement or snaIl steps tow~rd the desired behavior. 

In this way, responses are gradually modified or shaped and the 

child until the child can successfully accomplish a desired task. 

Failure on ~n initial task signals the need for the task to be 

broken into sma ller component s t ha t t he chi Id can 8.cr~ieve. It'rhe 

teaching precess can be speeded up if the learnjjng. task proceeds 

logically a~d sequentiglly in small steps from the easier to more 

difficult levels of response complexity in a pro~ression knowrr 
,,10 

as programr:ing. 

fhe criterion "refers to a standard of performance of the 

child."ll It establishes the a:nount of correct responses the child 

will need before he is ready to move to a more difficult l~nguage 

task. .l:'\)r insta.nce, before the child Can say dog, he must be able 

to produce the individual sounds in this vlOrd and then blend the 

sounds together. fhe criterion may vary with tasks but a comxon 

criterio~ of 10 successively correct responses over three tea~hlng 

sessions will be used to determine progression to a ~ore difficult 

task. A daily record of the Child's responses in the teaching 

session should be kept so that the his progress C9n be measured. 

A response chart should include the Child's name, date of the 

session, target behavior desired and the amount of times the 

behavior was correctly or incorrectly produced as compared to the 

total nu:nber of responses. rhe parent is reminded that only 

observable behavior Can be measured such as "speaking, pointing, 

or raising of the hand! Valuin~, knowin~, and understandin~ are - - -
not behaviors which can be overtly measured;rather these words 

Can be assumed onl] through seen actions. 
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The Incidental Approach 

Incidental te8.ching is defined b~ Baker 3S "teaching when the 
12 

opportunity '3.rises duriDp; regular G.9.ily 9.ctivities. tl 'l'his 

type of te9.ching is '3.D excellent W9.y to review an6 test what has 

been taught in the child's structured langu8ge sessions. Words 

usually have the greatest meaning for the child when they are 

said witnin the context of his natural communicative experience. 

If words such as ball, dog, "lnd apple were introduced in the 

structured lqngusge session through obj ect :md pictJ.re stimulation, 

these noun labs Is could be reinforced later \'ihen playing catch 

with the ball, when feeding the dog or buyin~ apples at the store. 

Self talk '3.nd ,:)3r8.11e1 tg,lk saoula. be given oy pgrents as 

muoh as possible to give the child a\varlety of language experiences 

upon which to grow. The parent should remember that language imput 

usually precedes verbsl or D :mverb31(polntlng ,or gestur~r:Jg) out put. 

If parents assume the role of the Child's prlmQry teacher, they 

become responsiole for providing his linguistic experiences • 

. ·McLean 9.nd l";:cGle9.n present a trans9.ctionQ 1 13 pproach to 19.n-

guage acquistion. fhe tr9.ns9.ction9.1 madel consists most basically 

of three major interacting components, cognitive, soci9.1, ~nd 

linguistic which each represent one variable of the yeung ccild's 

experience gnd development. fhis model implies that: 

A child acquires lenguq~e through interactions 
with his environment ~nd tha~ from these lnterac
t~ons he derives the cognitive, ands6cial basis 
welich underlies his :TI8.sterin;r of thE' lin9::uistic 
code of his culture. ~he sP~cific lin9::ulstic 
code is acouired throu;ch the Child's o~rtciD9.tion 
in q dynamic partnershIp with mature i8ngua~e 
users in his environment. 13 

rhe transactional gpproach sugsests that language should be offered 

in situations which elicit the need for communication 8nd involve 



human interaction. Structured IRnguage training sessions do not 

always provide for natural communicative responses. The child 

m9Y speak only in antiCipation of being rewarded with a cookie. 

Incidental language training is needed to help the child learn 

the pragmatic use of speecn in his world. 

The child may be more willing to paint to body parts when 
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he is t9,kine: a bath than by verba,l command duri:1p; structured 

teaching sessions. rhe parent should utilze common daily experi

ences such ~8 meal prepsration, bathins and brushing teeth, washing 

clothes, ane, dressing in teaching a wide variety of language 

concepts. In incidental teaChing the child may offer more spontan

eous language since he is under less pressure to perform for 

a reward. however, social reinforcers such as smiling, verbal 

praise and trugs should always be ~iven for appropriate language 

behaviors. Incidental teaching proficiency may take the parent 

longer to achieve since it is difficult to practice for these 

impromptu teaching sessions. Nevertheless, the determined parent 

Can create excellent language training sessions out of the most 

menial tasks such as taking out the garbage. Spontaneous language 

teaching can play a signific~nt role in carryover of trained 

langu35e teqching in the Child's natural environment. 
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AC T IVLrIES FOR LANGUAC;'E DEVELOPlvlEN'r 

nome and school are two of the most significant influences 

on a young child's le"rning. ~In the United States, the school 

has become large and powerful and as it has grown he.s tended to 

become more sepqrate from the family.especially in low income 

areas."l Many educational programs for the culturally deprived 

preschoole! have found that the home and school must work together 

if Children are to experience success in school. Therefore, 

educators of preschool Children often tea.ch p"lrents how to teach 

their own children. Some parEnts may have parents may have lacked 

success in school and are truly in need of academic training. 

Others do not know how to convey their knowledge to children in 

terms they can underst9.nd. Some parents may have lacked success 

in school and are in need of academic traini~5.rhis home prosram 

of activities for language stimulation is aimed at helping the 

parent increase the quality and quantity of their Child's linguis

tic experiences. Activities are divided into two major areas: 

receptive and expressive language. Receptive language h~s been 

defined by .Kirk nnd Kirk as the Child's ability to "understr.:nd 

and recognize what is seen and heard." Expressive language re

fers to the ability of the child to "express ideas through speaking 

gesture or movement. 112 Since receptive hmguage is thought to 

precede verbal output, reCeptive language activities will be 

discussed first. 
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Receptive Language Activities 

Auditory listening skills are a prerequisite to the 

development of receptive language skills in the normal hearing 

infant. 3 The hierarchy of lan3u~ge skills (both~receptive and 

expressive) will follow sequential objectives for specific age 

levels 'tihlc:h were suggested by Sitnick snd Arp8n in Par~nt~Infant 

Communic9tion (1977). rhe age levels (shown in months) determine 

at what 8.ge the child should be tau~ht a specific task and can 

be expected to perform such a task. The parent should remember 

that with the 19n9uage delayed preschooler will need to begin 

8t lower task levels than those listed for their chronological 

age. La_ter rEce,;Jtive language activities should be taught in con-

junction with expressive language activities, since these areas 

of language develop simqltaneously although receptive skills may 

be at higher levels th9n expressive skills. The parent is also 

reminded to provide a model of the desired task before expecting 

the child to attempt a task. rhe criterion for skill accomplish-

ment and progression tothe next level of difficult~ is four out of 

five correct consecutive responses in a given task. 

0-6 l:"onths 

Objective: 
i-:aterhtls: 

Activity: 

Awareness of Voice and Sound 
Alarm clock,kitchen utensils, telephone,rattle, 
B que8 k toy, :nus iC81 in strument s, rurminp: viater 
Voice and Environmental Sound Stimulation 

The par€nt should employ self talk qnd par~llel talk or sin~in~ 
while dressing, feedinz, playinz or bathing the infant. When-
the baby looks at the parent who is talking, the baby should be 
rewarded with smilin~, verbal ~raise and fond:ing. rhe mother should 
be~in pro~uclng sounds wltnin the baby's sight a~d gradually ~ove 
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farther away ~nd out of the baby's visual range, standing be~ind_ 
the babv's crib or the door. Visual attendance or turning towara 
the sound shO·J.ld be re1darded witr. the 'same measures as above.vv·hen 
the child is around three months of age, the p9rent should play loud 
objects near the child such g,s an ql<:!.rm clock or squeak toy and re
ward the child's g,ttendance with verbql ~raise and by letting him 
play w~th the object. To increase difficulty of this task, the 
objects should be plg,yed farther and farther away from the child 
and the oarent should help the child locate g, sound source in 
the closet or in a different room. 

Objective: 

Ivla terials : 
Activity: 

To anticipate feedins by associating noises and visual 
stimuli in meal preparation. 
All kitchen ite~s involved in food preparation 
geal time 

The parent should use self talk as she prepares the food and have 
the infant w~tch from a nearby high chair. The infant must be 
close enough that he can easily see and hear what the mother is 
doin~. The parent should draw g,ttention to so~nds as she stirs 
the Eowl, runs water in washin~ dishes, pours milk, etc. The 
baby ~g,y begin to mg,ke sucking noises in anticipation of feeding. 
rhe parent should look toward the baby when he makes these sounds 
and reward him by talking to him and 8ivin~ him food. 

7-9 llilonths 

Objective: 
Materials: 
Acti vi ty: 

fo demonstrate understanding of parental gestures 
Ball, edible reinforcers 
3-esture Play 

Since words are often more meaningful when they are accompanied 
by gestures, the parent should c8mbine g,ppropriate gestures with 
their soesch when talkin~ to the infant. The pqrent mav find 
thg,t the bg,b1es ~irst wo~ds are accomoanied by-~esturesOsuch as 
when he says "bye-bye" and waves. fh~refore, p;rents should 
8l~v ~ames with the child such as havin~ the child imit~te them 
- ... - II II ~ 

waving and saying bye-bye when other people, qnimals, or toys 
are taken frcm the roo~. The baby should be given an edible re
inforcer suct as cereal, raison, etc. for imitation of the 
ges ture. A Iso sn d::ject C9.n be ~ 19.ced in front 0 f the infRnt and 
the pqrent m9.Y 9.sk the child to give them the object while openin~ 
un their han~s. rhe child should be rewarded for giving the 
object to the parent. The p'3rent should demonstraie this action 
with another narent and reward the other oarent aoorooriatelv. 
l'he ~ereniB m:3.~r also call the child qnd open up th~ir hands. v If 
the child moves towerd the 9ar nt he or she should be rewarded 
by verba.l ;Jre.lse and a hug. 

Objective: 
lJ~aterials : 
Activitv: 

To visually attend the person or object named. 
t'amil v l'iembers 
Learnins the Names a f Family r:'embers 

Parents snould refer to each other as "mommy" or "dg,ddyt' in the 
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Child's presence or by other ~ppropriate identifiable n~mes. 1he 
parent m~y hqve the child helD at finner by giving food to another 
fa.mily member. The 89rent m9Y 8.sk the child to tlJ-ive Daddy cookiq). It 
Ihe celi ld s r~')uld be reward ed b:' that fami ly member 'fl~ t h a hug, 
praise or otier reinforcer. ~hen cleaning house, the ;~rent can 
nave the child help by havins him take clothing items such as shoes, 
or other personsl items to that person. 

Also, pictures of other family members on a vacation or other 
family event may be shown to the child. ~he child should be 
':lsked "iinerets mom?", .nnd the child sr ... ould respond by pOinting. 
Pointing out family members in the pictures should be a prereauis1te 
to the child 1 s performance. POinting should be rew9rded ~ppropri- .. 
a tely. 

lQ~"12 IYlonths 

Objective: 

J,vla terials : 
Activity: 

~o perform a physical task when given a one-two word 
command. 
Puppet ( Can make one out of a small paper bag) 
Following Directions 

Parents should ~lve'each other directions such as "eat a COOkie," 
"sit in chair t

ll flthrow ball," etc. and the parent should respond 
aoorooriatelv and be rewarded for their action. Next the child 
should be asked to perform one-two word commands and be rewarded 
for appropriate responses. Often the use of a puppet can help 
j~ obtaining the Child's responses by, making a game out of followin~ 
dire c t ion s • 

Objective: 10 visually attend when the Child's name is called. 
Materials: ~irror, personal objects of the child such as clothinE, 

gnd toys. 
Activity: ¥here's Johnny? 

The psrent snould callout the Child's name and reward the child 
e9,ch time he ett:ends wlth~ edible reinforcer and. verba. 1 or9ise. 
It may help to say the Child's name and place a mirror in" front 
of the child at the same ti~e so that he sssociqtes his name 
with his visual image. fhirdly, the parent should present personal 
a b j ec t s 0 f' the chi ld and s 9_y pllt'~~e!31 .. f?uch as "J a hnny t s s [10 e • " 
If the child visually qttends ~ndlor makes a motion tow9rd the 
object, he sh~~ld be ~iven the object as reinforcement 8nd verbally 
praised. 

13-14 Ivlont hs 

Objective: EJ retreive an object when 8how~ a plcture:of-that 
object. 

~Rterials: roy Catalog and toys 
Activity: Picture-object matcbing 

~his idea waB presented by Allodi. 4 ihe parents can order toys 
which look identical to those pictured in a toy c9t9loS. Next, 


